NOTES:
1) HOUSING MATERIAL: ZINC DIE CAST
2) PLATING NICKEL EVER COPPER
3) BAIL LATCH WIRE: STAINLESS STEEL
4) SHRINK WRAP: UL 224 VW-1 COLOR BLACK
5) EJECTOR ACTUATOR: ZINC DIE CAST
6) PLATING NICKEL EVER COPPER
7) GROUNDING TABS: BRASS Phosphor Bronze
8) PLATING TIN OVER NICKEL
9) PC80307 THICK 15um MIN GOLD PLATING OVER 50um MIN NICKEL ON CONTACT AREA
10) INSULATOR MATERIAL: STAIN TE250 (94V-0) COLOR BLACK

SEE NOTE 2

SEE NOTE 3

SEE NOTE 4

SEE NOTE 5

WHEN BAIL LATCH IS ROTATED